Here are some ideas for topics at FAN Meetings. These subjects have been successful at meetings. We have learned a lot about each other by discussing these topics.

Everyone is interesting and everyone has something interesting to say!

A Sense of Humour
Animals
Art - do you like paintings, can you draw or paint?
Aeroplanes
Autumn - in UK and my country
Books
Change - the pace of change
Charity or Justice - which is more important?
Children
Computers
Cooking - do you like it, what foods do you like to cook best, savoury, sweet etc
The Countryside
Clothes
A country you would like to visit.
Discipline - can it come from outside or is it inside.
Diversity - difference
Doctors
Drinks - your favourite drink
Driving - can you drive, would you like to?
Education
Environment - how can we care about it?
Films
Flowers
Grandparents
Gardening
Good Manners
Healthy Living
Hobbies
 Holidays in Childhood
Honesty
 If I won the lottery
Jobs I have done
Mathematics - do you like it - can you do it?
Music
Mobile phones
Good and bad neighbours I have had
Parents
Pets
Physical Exercise - what do you like doing?
Sea
Science
School - my memories of school
Shopping
Sport
Spring - in UK and my country
Summer - in UK and my country
Shoes
Teachers
Television
Travel
Trains
Weather
Winter - in UK and my country
Your Name - Do you like it, Why were you called it etc

Do you have any ideas for interesting topics? Please tell us! We can add them to the list!
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